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Abstract:
Drilling of straight holes has had a long term focus. Still a lot can be done to improve the drilling results. 
In all quarries and mines drillhole quality should be of interest, not only because of the safety, but also due 
to an unrevealed economic aspect. The paper describes less specific drilling and charging, reduced drill steel 
costs and higher drilling efficiency, along with better fragmentation, less secondary breaking and better loading 
conditions.

The paper is mainly based on the author’s PhD thesis. The paper includes a general description of the deviation 
phenomenon and efforts to reduce it. The paper reveals the results from practical tests in the field with varying 
bit design, rod design and changed drilling settings, along with other experiences achieved during the work. At 
the end a cost estimation example is presented.

Sammendrag:
Boring av rette hull har vært et fokusområde i lang tid, men fortsatt er det store forbedringspotensialer. For 
alle steinbrudd og gruver bør boravvik være et aktuelt tema. Ikke bare på grunn av sikkerhetshensynet med 
sprut og rystelser, men også pga økonomiske fordeler. Her nevnes: Redusert boring og sprengstofforbruk,  
reduserte borstålskostnader, redusert boretid, bedre fragmentering, mindre pigging og sekundærknusing, lettere 
lasteforhold. 

Artikkelen er i hovedsak basert på PhD arbeidet til forfatteren. Dette innebærer en generell gjennomgang av 
hvilke faktorer som gir borhullsavvik. I tillegg avdekkes avviksreduserende tiltak. Hovedmålet med arbeidet 
er å fremlegge praktiske erfaringer på hvor stor effekt disse tiltakene har. Dette gjelder form og størrelse på 
borkroner, stifter og borstenger, endret boremetode og bormaskin-innstillinger og motivasjon/tidspress på 
boroperatør. Vurderinger av kost-nytte effekt blir gjort.

NB!
This paper is based on parts of the PhD work called ROCK QUARRYING Prediction Models and Blasting 
Safety, which was carried out by the author at the Norwegian University of .Science and Technology  (NTNU) 
in Trondheim. The thesis was delivered shortly after this paper was submitted, and the background material for 
the results will not be available before the thesis work is approved, and the final defending of the PhD is made. 
Hopefully, before the summer of 2009 arrives… Interested readers please contact vegard.olsen@orica.com for 
more information.
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Rock Drilling Deviation
Rock drilling deviation is usually divided into four different classes:

• Collaring deviation
• Alignment deviation (horizontal direction and vertical inclination)
• Drilling deflection
• Drillhole depth deviation

The term “deflection” is used in this paper as deviation arising during drilling, independent of the initial deviations 
(collaring and alignment). In the literature, different expressions are used, e.g. bending, trajectory deviation and 
in-hole deviation. “Designed path” is an expression used for hole deflection, however this relates to intended 
deviation when following a curved line. This method is often used in oil well drilling and other exploratory long 
hole drilling projects.

The total deviation is calculated by simple vector mathematics and Pythagoras triangular formula from the 
coordinates of the intended hole destination point to the actual hole destination point. Incidental deviations will 
go in any direction, and some of them will counteract each other. Either way, the total deviation and the standard 
deviation range will increase as the deviation factors are added.

Collaring deviation is a lateral displacement from a planned location. It is therefore a constant for any hole 
length. 

Alignment deviation arises from inaccuracies in setting the feed beam in a planned direction. The alignment 
deviation is both horizontal (azimuth) and vertical (inclination). The horizontal deviation becomes less important 
as the inclination closes up to vertical holes. The alignment deviation leads to a linear increase of deviation down 
the hole, normally denoted in percentage of drillhole depth or in cm/m.

Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of collaring (d
c
), 

alignment (d
a
), deflection (d

d
) and vertical depth (d

z
) 

deviations [12].
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Causes of collaring and alignment deviations include:

• Instability of the drilling rig
• Lack of precision in the surveying and the setting out process (for collaring)

and the tools/techniques used to align the feed beam (for alignment)
• The topography at the collaring point
• The drilling operator’s experience and motivation
• Sight conditions

Deflection

While collaring and alignment deviation arise from sources prior to drilling, deflection arises from sources 
during drilling. Below is presented a list of factors that influence the deflection. The list is based on Sinkala 
(1989) with some minor specifications:

A. Hole design
- Hole inclination/direction
- Hole diameter
- Hole length

B. Drilling parameters
- Thrust (feed)
- Percussion pressure
- Torque
- Rotation speed
- Flushing
- Drill string weight
- Anti-jamming system

C. Equipment components
- Piston design
- Chuck/shank clearances
- Couplings and treads
- Stabilizer design
- Drill bit design (Front and skirt design, button design, wear)
- Drill rods design (Pipe/ rod)
- Rod/bit ratio

D. Rock and site properties
- Structure (bedding, jointing, fissuring or combinations)
- Bedding dip relative to hole incidence
- Interval between joints or bed thickness
- Rock hardness
- Cohesion between beddings/foliations
- Bench floor conditions (rock debris or cleaned bench)

Apart from D, an operator or machine designer directly or indirectly can control deflection through drilling 
parameters and choice of equipment.
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As collaring, alignment and drillhole depth deviation is normally randomly distributed, the deflection deviation 
direction is both random and systematic due to the rock mass properties. Sinkala (1989) characterizes different 
rock conditions with different unique deviation phenomena for downward drilled holes. A generalization may 
be done:

In bedded and foliated rock, the drillholes are observed to either deflect parallel or normal to the bedding 
or foliation plane. The uniform deviation generally appears to be up-dip when the bedding inclination is less 
than 40°–50° to the horizontal, and down-dip otherwise. Severe deflections can be measured under “optimal” 
conditions. 

In homogenous rock the deflection is random and usually small. Increased frequency of the joint fracturing will 
lead to more uniform deviation, converging toward the bedded rock conditions.

Figure 2. Common borehole deflection tendencies according 

to, respectively little (α) and large (β) angle with the foliation 

direction [21].

Drillhole depth deviation in bench blasting is defined as the vertical displacement of the planned hole bottom 
position, set according to sub drilling and loading level. Alignment and deflection deviations will indirectly 
contribute to drillhole depth deviation, even though the drillhole length itself is as planned. Inaccuracy or error 
in the depth measuring instruments can give systematic and occasional deviations. Drilling without depth 
measuring instruments (rarely anno 2008) increases the depth deviation accuracy and makes operator errors 
more probable.

Faults material, rock debris and bore dust falling into blast holes after drilling, reducing the bottom charge 
extent, can be a larger deviation error than the drillhole depth deviation itself. Smaller holes are more sensitive to 
this than larger holes. Often the operator drills the holes a few decimeters longer than optimal due to the negative 
economical effects of holes not being long enough.

Drilling Straight Holes
The operational, practical and economical efforts are relevant in deciding which hole improvement options a 
drilling operator should choose. Below, possible actions are described with focus on solutions that an operator 
will find feasible and can carry out alone, or with minor support by service technicians and approval from quarry 
management. 

An improvement management plan must in all circumstances be made, extensive or simple, to be able to record 
the measurements and to interpret possible effects. To a small extent the theoretical aspects are described below. 
Results from the testing are presented afterwards.

Changing	Drill	Bit	Design

Looking at the percussion bit assortments, various bit designs are favorable for various rocks. Generally, 
concerning deviation control, aggressive shaped cutting media has less deflection than smoother designs. Insert 
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chisel bits, with sharp pointed edges, are considerably better than button bits. However, the penetration rate is 
very low, and should only be tried at very special rock conditions [5]. In the same way, ballistic buttons will 
deflect less than spherical buttons due to the more aggressive shape of the buttons [11].

Drop center bits are more favorable than flat front and convex front bits and will give guidance during drilling. 
The drop centre effect will be reduced during the bit’s life as the gauge buttons will be worn more than the front 
buttons, and a convex bit front will be more and more apparent. Worn bits will deflect more than new ones. 
Longer bits and guided wings on the bit skirt (retrac design) will improve hole straightness.

Change in drill bit design is an easy and low cost alternative which should be tested before any other 
alternatives.

Increasing	Drill	Rod	Diameter	

Increased drill rod diameter will give reduced deflection. The rod will be stiffer and there will be less room for 
the rod to bend inside the hole.

In very difficult rock formations, guide tubes can replace the first rod. However, experience shows that tubes 
have a relatively low life when they are exposed to percussion drilling.

As for drill bit design, this option should be one of the first tests to complete in a quarry infested by deflection. 
Though changing the rod size requires changing the rod peg device in the work shop, and cannot be altered in 
the same way as drill bits, it is a low-cost testing alternative.

Adjusting	Drilling	Parameters

To improve hole deflection, also the drilling parameters can be adjusted. The adjustments should be carried out 
with the guidance of professional expertise, normally available within the supplier organization. 

Reduced percussion pressure and feed force will improve hole straightness. Less energy is transmitted from 
the bit to the rock, and the deflection forces will be reduced, hence the deflection decreases. It is often said that 
lower net penetration rate gives less deflection; however the resulting conclusion is reduced percussion energy. 
At any rate, the gain in straightness due to lower energy input and along with lower net penetration rate, must be 
compared to loss of production capacity. 

Various adjustments of the rotation speed and the feed force may also influence the deflection. A combination 
of increased rotation speed and reduced feed force may also give less deflection [6]. Likewise, the bit rotation 
speed intentionally will be set under the optimum net penetration rate pressure to reduce deflection [10]. No 
particular circumstances are attached to the statements, and they are probably dependent upon rock properties 
and drilling equipment. Nevertheless, the effects are considerably minor to the percussion/feed adjustment. On 
the other hand, they hardly affect production capacity.

For all actions, the simple theoretical approach is an increased number of blows per drilled length, thus, the bit 
will get more time to work on every little joint, mineral layer or rock type border. Therefore, deflection tendency 
will be reduced. 

Together with drill bit and drill steel adjustments, change in performance settings will be a low-cost 
alternative.
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Increasing	Drill	Bit	Diameter

Drilling larger holes, within the current drilling equipment, can improve hole straightness, as larger equipment 
has higher stiffness and will generally give straighter holes. However, if the drill rod diameter is not increased 
along with the drill bit diameter, the opposite can happen. The relative stiffness of the rod will be lower and the 
bit starts wobbling, giving increased deflection. The drill rod will also have more space to bend inside the hole. 

Increased borehole diameter should be considered thoroughly before effectuated. Some run–in time is expected 
and adjustments to the blast design must be done, e.g. increased drill pattern, increased sub drilling and changes 
in the charging and firing plans. It is a low cost effort, but more resource-demanding than the three previous 
measures.

Reducing	Bench	Height	

A factor which in general affects deviation substantially is the bench height or the drilled length. As mentioned 
above, alignment deviation will increase proportionally with hole length. On the contrary, deflection will increase 
by the function of power of two (or three), depending on the load conditions on the drill string, described by 
Euler’s principle loading formulas [26].

A thumb’s rule given by Devico gives a practical minimum radius of 60 m, when drilling directional core holes 
with 51 mm rods [18]. Sharper bends are surely possible, but the material fatigue probability will increase more 
below this radius, as proven from experience.

In any case, the borehole length’s influence on deviation will depend very much on the rock conditions. A study 
shows that the average deflection was only 4% in an easily drilled rock formation with 30 m holes 76 mm drill 
bit diameter[14]. At another site with poor rock conditions, the same deflections already occurred at 6–7 m hole 
lengths. Other examples of little and large deflection surely exist, but these are the best and worst examples 
found during the thesis work.

In most cases a change in bench height will demand large operational adjustments. Quarry design is changed 
and the blast design must be adjusted. Also other quarry operations will be affected, e.g. in loading where the 
height of the rock pile will affect which loading equipment is optimal. It will be resource-demanding both in 
management and practicality. 

The low-cost alternatives described above, should be considered first in view of deflection problems.

Figure 3. Typical presentation of drillhole deflection. Both the total (left) and the percentage (right) curves show 

a relative deviation increase with borehole length [18].
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Purchase	of	Larger	Drill	Rig	or	Changed	Drilling	Method	

The size of the drilling rig and the drilling tools are important factors in deflection control. In general, DTH, Co-
prod and rotary drilling, with borehole diameters lager than 115 mm (4.5”), give little deflection, in most rocks, 
mainly due to larger tools and higher stiffness. The troublesome diameter range is primarily less than 115 mm, 
and primarily for top hammer drilling. DTH and Coprod may also have substantial hole deflection in these lower 
ranges of their hole diameter span, but it is normally less than the top hammer, due to the diameter of the pipes 
compared to percussion rods.

The largest top hammer production rigs will have better premises for drilling straight holes than smaller contractor 
rigs, since they can handle in particular larger and heavier rods. 

Together with changing bench height, purchase of a larger rig or changing drilling method is a relatively huge 
adjustment in the running of a quarry, both technically and economically, and it should only be considered after 
a long period of testing the other low-cost measures. It is important to notice that large equipment requires high 
annual production to be an economic alternative due to high investments.

Deviation Measurements
In general the collaring deviation should not exceed one bit diameter [11]. Measurements show that the average 
displacement error in aggregate quarries has more or less twice this value. 

An average displacement of twice the drillhole diameter gives an error in the planned drilling pattern area of 
approximately ± 5%. This will not affect the safety or blasting result much. More interesting are the maximum 
and minimum values measured. Maximum errors of ± 17 % are recorded. This is significant and will cause 
more fines and more blocks, and this before any drilling has started. Experiences from of GPS assisted drill rig 
indicate better collaring results than the manual collaring, particularly in the maximum values. 

Alignment

Twelve blasts investigated in PhD, in traditional aggregate quarries, show an average alignment deviation of 
about 2 cm/m to 3 cm/mm. The maximum alignment deviations are over 10 cm/m. The average deviations 
seem to be good; however they are important to add to the deflection described below. The maximum alignment 
deviations are critical concerning safety. For 15 meter long holes the burden will be half the planned burden for 
normal drilling patterns with 76 mm and 89 mm drill bit diameter. The probability of fatal accidents is significant 
for such deviations. Additionally, no collaring and deflection deviation are added to the alignment values. 

Alignment deviation is strongly dependent upon the motivation of the drill rig operator [15]. Top motivation 
should keep the alignment deviation below 1 cm/min.

Though no direct deviation measurements from GPS assisted rigs are made, it seems that such instrumentation 
will have a substantial improvement potential. GPS assisted drill rigs take away most of the operator errors; 
however the state of the drill boom may give some deviation. 

The optimal level of alignment error seems to be about 1 cm/m.
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Deflection

In the following a summary of the results from the author’s PhD work are presented

The thesis covers the tests and studies of the following drilling features:

• Drill bit design
• Drill rod design
• Drillhole length
• Drilling method
• Drilling pressure settings

The testing was carried out with different drill bit designs for 76 mm, 89 mm and 102 mm bits. The rod diameter 
was also changed from 51 mm to 45 mm in some cases. In total approximately 300 holes are measured in the drill 
bit testing program, and the majority of the drill bits were drilled between 350 and 400 meters. Supplementary 
information from other external projects is also used in the work.

The major deflection reduction effect measured is the rod diameter. The reduction seems to be as high as 50% 
between the rod diameter steps: 38 mm–45 mm and 45 mm–51 mm. A smaller wobbling effect can be seen. If 
keeping the same rod diameter and increasing the bit diameter by 13 mm (half inch), the deflection seems to 
increase by 10% to 15%. The results are illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Deflection as a function of drill rod diameter and bit diameter.

Drill bits with guide skirt have a considerable deflection reduction effect, compared to standard skirt bits. 
Regarding deflection and blasting safety, standard skirt bits should not be used at any circumstance in bench 
drilling. 

For guided skirts, the skirt – gauge bit diameter ratio should be as large as possible without reducing the flushing 
and increasing the torque substantially. Reducing the skirt diameter by one percent point the studies imply an 
increased deflection of 10%.

Theoretically, sharp buttons deflect less than blunt buttons. The study shows no unique trend, except for the soft 
rocks tested. Semi-ballistic buttons seems to reduce the deflection compared to spherical buttons by up to 50%. 
Fully ballistic buttons even 25% points more.

In the study, the drop centre bits, compared to the flat front bits, seem to reduce the deflection by 10% to 20%.
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The deflection increases with the hole depth. The maximum deflection, for 89 mm bits and T51 rods measured 
from about 500 holes, equal the bend of a radius of 60 m; respectively 5% deflection at 6 m hole depth, 10.1% 
at 12 m and 15.4 % at 18 m.

Reduced rock drill energy output gives less deflection. Though the data in is limited supplementary studies 
implies that the deflection is more or less proportional to the energy output.

Adjusting the rotation speed, independently of percussion and feed pressures, may improve hole straightness. In 
a supplementary study, the average deflection in two consecutive blasts varied by 25% due to changed rotation 
speed. Dependent upon the rock mass properties, both increasing and decreasing rotation speed may give 
optimized hole straightness. 

A general impression of all the deflection studies and literature found, is that DTH, Coprod and rotary drilling 
with drill strings larger than 115 mm have insignificant bore hole deflection, within traditional open-cast drilling 
parameters.

Economical Benefits
Drillhole deviation measuring is normally used in order to increase safety and make necessary precautions due 
to replacement or re-drilling of holes or adjusting the specific charge. In a longer perspective, the goal for a 
quarry must be to drill straight holes. Not only will the safety improve, but also economical benefits will rise. 
Sinkala [12] and Nielsen [25] have discussed this.

• Less specific drilling
   - Increased drilling pattern due to better toe burden control
   - Less drilled metre due to better distribution of the explosives
   - Subdrilling may be reduced
   - Less relative specific charging

• Improved drilling features
   - Increased drill string life
   - Less breakage stops
   - Reduced rod handling problems
   - Less drill jamming

• Better blasting result
   - Better fragmentation
   - Less fines (waste or low price product)
   - Reduced secondary breaking of blocks
  -  Less popping of underbreak
   - Better loading conditions
   - Less dilution of waste rock (particularly in mines)
   - Reduced overbreak (particularly in road cuts)

If increasing drill bit diameter to drill straighter holes, this will increase the specific charging. Increased specific 
charging will induce more micro cracks into the blasted rock [16]. In production of blocks and high quality 
aggregates for ground work, roads, asphalt, concrete etc. where rock endurance is important, the micro cracks 
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will be a life shortening and quality reduction factor and thereby decrease the profit potential. A planned increase 
in boulder content will to some extent be profitable in the long run quality of the rock products [4]. In a mine to 
mill process the opposite effect is the main goal.

Cost Estimation Example
The cost potential will be dependent on the original deviation state in the quarry or mine, and the deviation re-
duction efforts carried out. In the following example an average aggregate quarry with 76 mm drillhole diameter 
is assumed. 

The deviation reduction efforts are supposed to be simple:

• Improved alignment control
• Reduced rock drill output
• Improved drill steel components

It is supposed that the optimal average deviation will be about 2%, and that the original deviation states have 5% 
and 8% average deflection in the bottom of the hole. The 5% and the 8% represents a major part of the aggregate 
quarries in the Norwegian aggregate quarrying industry. The 5% deviation level represents an average of the 
recorded deviations. The 8% level is by far not the worst examples. 

The estimations are based on normalized costs derived from the Rock Quarrying report series published at 
NTNU [1] [2] [3] and the basic costs are not estimated in detail. However, the effect of drilling straight holes 
is analyzed in detail. The results must be considered as approximate values and may be both higher and lower 
comparing with real projects. 

The NTNU model is based on empirical data, and the predicted values will include some deviation. It is assumed 
that the model represents a 5% deviation level for 76 mm drillhole diameter. 

The comparison includes bench cleaning, drilling, charging, secondary breaking, loading and transport. Crushing 
and further processing is not included, however it is expected that these costs will also be reduced when blasting 
with straighter holes.

Below a list of the main assumptions used in the estimation example is presented. 

• Bench height of 15 m for all deviation examples.
• Drilling pattern increases by 10 cm in both directions for each deviation step.
• Subdrilling is decreases by 10 cm between each deviation step.
• Price level of drill steel and explosives is December 2008.
• Drilling efficiency changes by one hole per shift per deviation step.
• The loading conditions vary from medium-poor to medium to medium-good,

according to the NTNU reports series.
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Table 1 shows the values used in the example estimation.

DEVIATION 
STATE

DRILLING 
PATTERN

HOLE 
LENGTH

DRILL 
ROD LIFE

DRILLING 
EFFICIENCY

LOADING 
CAPACITY

SECONDARY 
BREAKING

8 % 6.16 m2 16.0 m 1200 drm 14 holes/shift 300 sm3/eh 1.35 kr/sm3

5 % 6.67 m2 15.9 m 1600 drm 15 holes/shift 333 sm3/eh 1.08 kr/sm3

2 % 7.2 m2 15.8 m 1800 drm 16 holes/shift 370 sm3/eh 0.81 kr/sm3

Table 1. Basic data in the estimation example.

Table 2 summarize the effects gained by improved drillhole deviation.

IMPROVEMENT EFFECT 8% to 2% 5% to 2%

Less drilling 14.4% 7.4%

Less subdrilling 1.3% 0.6%

Less charging 15.7% 8%

Increased drill rod life 33.3% 11.1%

Increased drilling efficiency 12.5% 6.3%

Less secondary breaking 40% 25%

Table 2. Single effects of improved drillhole deviation. 

Costs for bench cleaning and transport are assumed to be independent of the drilling deviation. Reduced waste 
and low price products because of improved drilling quality are found to be insignificant (about 1 ‰ in this 
example). Safety precaution costs are not included in the comparison.

The normalized costs from the Rock Quarrying report series give the following unit costs (kr/sm3) for the 
quarrying operations:

Bench cleaning 1.5 kr/sm3

Drilling 6.0 kr/sm3

Charging 9.0 kr/sm3

Secondary breaking 1.0 kr/sm3

Loading 8.0 kr/sm3

Transport (1 km) 13.0 kr/sm3

TOTAL 38.5 kr/sm3
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The total estimated cost reductions because of improved hole straightness will be as shown in Table 3. The cost 
list above is assumed to represent the 5 % deviation level. 

DEVIATION REDUCTION TOTAL EFFECT TOTAL COST EFFECT

8 % to 2% 12.7 % 5.2 kr/sm3

5 % to 2% 7.0 % 2.7 kr/sm3

Table 3. Total effect of improved drillhole deviation. Rock mass delivered crusher. 

Drilling improvement efforts will also make some extra costs. The following assumptions are made:
• Increased accuracy in the alignment operation.
• Increased net drilling time because of reduced percussion energy.
• Increased cost due to more expensive drill bits and rods.

Table 4 shows the extra costs that will arise by carrying out necessary efforts to reduce the deviation.

DEVIATION 
REDUCTION

ALIGNMENT 
ACCURACY

ROCK DRILL 
OUTPUT1)

STEEL COSTS TOTAL 
EXTRA 
COSTS

8 % to 2 % 0.5 min/hole - 30 % + 20 % 1.2 kr/sm3

5 % to 2 % 0.5 min/hole - 10 % + 20 % 0.6 kr/sm3

Table 4 Extra costs related to deviation reduction efforts.

1) The drilling costs responds by half the decrease in rock drill output.

As comparison, the following cost estimations are found in previously published literature.

Nielsen [25] estimates the total cost savings due to larger diameter drillholes and straighter holes to be about 
7 kr/ton, or 20%, in an aggregate quarry. The benefits come from better yield of high price products, lower dril-
ling and charging costs, and less secondary breaking.

Sandvik [9] estimates the drilling and charging cost reducing potential to be about 10% to 15% by introducing 
alignment instruments and increasing drill rod diameter from 45 mm to 51 mm, in medium deviation condi-
tions.

Karlsson [14] estimates the total blasting cost potential at a certain quarry to be 19%, reducing the current 
average deviation from 7% to 0%.

Conclusion
By the analysis made in this paper, it seems quite clear that it is economically profitable to effort drilling straigh-
ter holes.

The cost reduction for the majority of the aggregate quarries, with average deviation conditions, will be between 
5 % and 10% for the operations down to the crusher. In addition, reduced crushing costs and safety advantages 
the must be included to the positive account.
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